Pulsed field gel electrophoresis techniques for separating 1- to 50-kilobase DNA fragments.
Conventional agarose gel electrophoresis separates DNA using a static electric field. The maximum size limit for separation of DNA by this method is about 20 kilobase pairs (kb). A number of new electrophoretic techniques which employ periodic reorientation of electric fields permit separation of DNA well beyond this size limit. We sought to determine whether the use of very fast (millisecond) field switching could improve separation of DNA in the size range of 1 to 50 kb. Additionally, we have compared the resolution obtained with each of the different field switching regimens for DNA in this size range. Switching intervals of from 0.2 to 900 ms were used with unidirectional pulsing of a single electric field, with pulsed field gels, and with field inversion gel electrophoresis. Plotting the mobility of DNA as a function of size demonstrates that under the conditions used, each of these techniques offers comparable resolution. We also have examined the separation obtained when field inversion gels are run with forward and reverse fields of equal voltage and different durations, versus using fields of equal duration and different voltages. Field inversion which uses forward and reverse fields of different voltages yields resolution which is superior to the other methods examined.